Abstract – The system available for the identification of a motor vehicle is the registration number plate which is mounted on the vehicle. This plate helps the different agencies having concern with the vehicle to identify it. Additional to it the different agencies like RTO, Traffic Police and Vehicle Insurance Companies work on the vehicles separately.

The system proposed in the paper High Security Vehicle Plate (HSVP) provides a common platform to work all these different agencies by taking the help of a microprocessor chip. Moreover it provides a better security to the vehicles and easier tracking system for the stolen vehicles. The features provided by the HSVP system enhance the efficiency of all these different agencies and automate the working culture of them.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the ordinary number plates can be easily tempered there by making car theft a left hand jobs for thieves. The High security number plates are more reliable and can be used only once. Implementation of High Security Number Plates is being in the consideration of Government since 1989, but the process gets delayed and delay and now this time the process gets into working mode only after the Supreme Court of India had ordered all the states to get the High Security Number Plates installed on all vehicles by 2014. The major reason as to why this process needs immediate attention is the increasing number of vehicle thefts [1]. The HSVP system restricts the tempering of number plates by making it once usable hence the cases of vehicle theft reduced. But even after installation of HSVP, one can easily exchange or sell the engine of a theft car to another one. The proposed system HSVP trying to put a benchmark on any other vehicle. The plate also has IND written in blue on the plate.

Snap Lock: These plates are also equipped with a non-removable and non-reusable snap lock to prevent counterfeiting. A snap lock is basically a lock that is designed in a way to get the plate fixed at its position. If there is any attempt to break the lock, it will make it impossible to get it installed on other vehicle.[1]

With the number of vehicle thefts increasing day by day, one feels vulnerable for the safety of his/her car. These thefts are easily carried out by using very simple everyday objects like hangers to break into car doors with many high end systems installed in cars failing to prevent it from being stolen and none of the stolen vehicles ever found. Therefore, it has become necessary to a sound security system and the directive of the Supreme Court has made High Security Number Plates mandatory for all the vehicles, new as well as old, to have these plates installed by the year 2014. This is a positive step to curb such thefts incidents in the major cities like Delhi, Chandigarh, and Bangalore.[1]

III. HIGH SECURITY VEHICLE PLATE (HSVP) SYSTEM

UID for vehicles is a unique project was the main theme of the project is to prevent the theft of the vehicles. A SIM card will be designed such that it contains certain information. A detector will be designed such that it gathers and displays all the information contained the SIM card. This project consists of different parts or modules. The modules are listed below:

- SIM card designing
- Detector Device designing
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- Insurance Information – Master
- Pollution Control Information – Master

The program consists of different parts where each part will do a specific job. The main modules of the program are listed below:
- Vehicles information
- Owners information
- Vehicle Insurance information
- Vehicle pollution control information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The attributes of the above listed parts are: Vehicle</th>
<th>Insurance attribute</th>
<th>Pollution control attribute</th>
<th>Owner’s attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle number</td>
<td>Insurance company</td>
<td>Pollution check date</td>
<td>Owner name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model number</td>
<td>Insurance date</td>
<td>Pollution check renewal date</td>
<td>Owner DL number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chassis number</td>
<td>Insurance renewal date</td>
<td>Owner id card(voter card, pan card)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine number</td>
<td>Owner id card number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Attributes of HSVP

The entities which are involved in the total working of the project are:
- RTO office
- Traffic police department
- Vehicle Insurance Companies
- Pollution Control Board
- Vehicle Maintenance Agents

IV. HSVP SOLUTION

Traffic police officer will have a reader to read the information from the microprocessor chip or barcode mounted on the number plate of the vehicle. The reader device will read a single number from the microprocessor chip or barcode and match it with the information available in the database with him. The database will provide the following information of respective department with the help of which the officer can easily take the required action.

Vehicle Information: Provide complete information about vehicle like its registration number, chassis number, owner details, manufacturing date, registration upto & make.

If the information displayed by the reader does not match with the details on the vehicle or the reader found it matched with the data of theft vehicle then the officer can immediately take necessary action.

Maintenance information: Provide complete information about vehicle maintenance like Service on, Service due, Details of services, & remarks.

The maintenance data will help vehicle owner to keep his vehicle well maintained. The data also keep the history of the vehicle maintenance.

Insurance information: Provide complete information about vehicle insurance like valid from, valid upto, amount, vehicle value & insurance type.

It immediately inform the traffic police officer about whether the vehicle insurance has expired or not. It can also be utilized by the insurance companies to renew the insurance.

Pollution information: Provide complete information about vehicle pollution details like valid from, valid upto, amount, remarks & duration.

Pollution data also inform the traffic police officer about whether the vehicle pollution certificate has expired or not. It can also be utilized by the pollution control board to renewal of pollution certificate.

The HSVP system can be utilized as totally new online system by the insurance companies, pollution control board & vehicle maintenance bodies.

V. DATABASE ARCHITECTURE

The database is consists of four main tables for respective entities as listed below:
1. Vehicle_Info
2. Insurance_Info
3. Maintenance_Info
4. Pollution_Info

Fig 5.1: Screen shot for Insurance Info table in database

Fig 5.2: Screen shot for Maintenance Info table in database
VI. E-R DIAGRAM FOR HSVP DATABASE

VII. HSVP SYSTEM APPEARANCE

VIII. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM OVER EXISTING SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Existing System</th>
<th>Proposed System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle details</td>
<td>Registration number, A unique number for registration plate</td>
<td>Registration number, chassis number, engine number, model number, make detail, registration validity, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner details</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
<td>Name, Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle tracing</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Automated with the help of detector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of stolen vehicle</td>
<td>Possible not as a whole but in parts</td>
<td>Neither as a whole nor in parts as detector will automatically trace such vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime Benchmark</td>
<td>Less effective as the stolen vehicle can be sold in parts</td>
<td>Highly effective as the thief will not get the appropriate value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale/Purchase</td>
<td>Becomes less risky but the possibility of parts exchange exist</td>
<td>Becomes highly secure by removing the chances of parts exchange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Advantages of proposed system over existing system
The proposed system can be enhanced to the fully automated system by replacing the detector device by a microprocessor chip mounted on all red lights, toll barriers and check barriers. In that case, as any vehicle get enter into the signal range of the microprocessor chip mounted on signals, the vehicle will automatically get checked for its authentication. If the details broadcasted from the vehicle will not match with the details available in the database of microprocessor chip mounted on the signals then the number of that vehicle will automatically get displayed on a screen and also get send to the nearest check point. In this way the tracking system will become very efficient.

X. CONCLUSION

Before the existence of the HSNP system there was no way to check the authenticity of the number plate and also there is no way to stop vehicle stolen. But as HSNP comes in to picture the authenticity of number plate is highly effective as snap lock works with aluminum plate by making it non replaceable. HSNP is a highly effective System with some key features like snap lock, aluminum plate, laser code, etc.

The system described in paper, HSVP (high security vehicle plate) improve the efficiency of existing system HSNP by providing additional features to it. The system provides a detector for automatically detection of the fake vehicle that cannot be possible in HSNP. HSVP contain all information about the registration number, vehicle itself as well as the owner’s details. The HSVP system also contain the information of vehicle insurance and pollution control, so than can also be utilized by the insurance companies, pollution control board as well as by the traffic police for their challan system.

HSVP system helps to track the stolen vehicles, hence helps in reducing crime and to avoid terror for misuse of vehicles. System optimizes the working of vehicle tracking bodies by providing them an automated system.
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